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Data Security Firewall

DSF DASHBORAD: 
The Data Security Firewall is a leap ahead of the traditional Last Generation firewall with Data 
First Approach for security. It understands organizations data, provides deeper data level 
visibility and allows to control the data threat surface, taking appropriate security measures 
to prevent data exploitation.

1. Data Criticality Health Indicator: It indicates the health of the data security of an 
organization. The Violation Criticality can be assigned to all your Data Security Policies 
and the overall Data Security Health based on Criticality Indicators can be monitored 
using three different colour indicators such as red for high violation, blue for medium and 
green for low violation.

2. Timeline: The various data security and violation aspects can be viewed in three different 
modes which are Today, Week, Month that is current day, last seven days, last thirty days.

3. Theme: For better visualization aspects we have provided light and dark mode.
4. Data Security Threat Plane: One can expand the visibility into understanding and 

identifying each Data Threat vector by their Source for both internal and external 
communication and control these threats channels effectively

5. Data Security Violations: The responsive donut chart gives the count of data security 
violations with classifications as High, Medium and Low violations.

6. Data Security Threat Timeline: The area chart here provides a clear visibility of the 
occurrence of the violations with respective time as well as High, Medium, Low violations.

7. Data Security Threat Categories: It Provides the multicategory Threat Identification for a 
drilled downed data security threat management and deeper understanding of various 
violations to control them using data security policies.

8. Data Security Threat Heatmap: Here one can Understand and identify threat patterns 
as and when it occurs for an immediate action based on threat categories to identify 
abnormalities in the organization.

9. Data Security Threat Logs: Necessary actions can be taken here, right from the dashboard 
to protect from threats and improve Data Security Health

10. Dashboard Settings: To customize the dashboard according to one’s preference can be 
done here.

New Features :
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Criticality: The violation criticality can be assigned to the following data security parameter.

DLP, URL Filter: The Criticality associated with the above parameters can accompany 
either block or accept action. This Criticality can be overridden where all the data security 
parameters are set, that is firewall rules.

Administration: The number of failed login attempts will be considered critical.

User Login: The number of failed VPN Authentication attempts will also be considered critical.

Connection port: It is a mechanism to monitor configured ports for incoming requests.

Watermark: Confidential documents can be watermarked and shared across teams with 
policies to deny external sharing of those documents.

Following is a list of new tabs:

1. WaterMarks    (DLP ==> DLP Policies ==> WaterMarks)
2. FingerPrints    (DLP ==> DLP Policies ==> FingerPrints)
3. FingerPrint Share    (DLP ==> DLP Policies ==> FingerPrint Share)
4. URL Filter Criticality Template  (Browsing==>Policy==>URL Filter Criticality Template )

Following is a list of Modified  tabs:

1. Manage Admins    (Management ==> Administration ==> Manage Admins)
2. URL Filter Policy    (Browsing ==> Policy ==> URL Filter Policy)
3. Rules     (Firewall ==> Policies ==> Rules)
4. DLP Template    (DLP ==> DLP Policies ==> DLP Template)
5. userSense Setup    (Browsing ==> UserSense ==> userSense Setup)
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